
U.S.S. Ganymede – December 1, 1998

Kris:
The U.S.S. Ganymede's crew is somber as they reflect upon the recent loss of their Captain's host and the more violent death of the good Doctor.

Kris:
The fate of the U.S.S. Rampart remains unknown and Starfleet Command has put the Ganymede on hold while their last report is reviewed.

Kris:
<<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>>>>>

CTO_Cain:
::reflecting on memories of passed crew members::

FCO_VID:
CO:Ma'am we have reached the edge of the debris field and are holding as ordered:

CSO_Craig:
::on bridge manning Station::

XO_Louis:
:: Enters the lounge and makes sure all is ready for the gathering ::

SO_Wilkin:
::exits bridge to TL:: Science lab 6

CaptWolfe:
::walks into the Forward lounge....dressed in a clean and impeccably pressed uniform::

CO_Olbrun:
Vid: Turn us around, and head us back to the Federation::

CEOBishop:
::in quarters getting ready to go back to work::

Dario has been made a spectator

TACSirach:
::at TAC, unable to stop thinking of the incident on the shuttle as the treatments he took in SB are quickly wearing off::

FCO_VID:
OPS/TAC: prepare for NZ sector downloads for your areas:

XO_Louis:
:: Notices Captain Wolfe :: Excuse me Captain, I have an announcement to take care of.

CNS_Warke:
Sirach:when would you like our next appointment to be?

TACSirach:
Vid: aye

SO_Wilkin:
::exits TL and enters science lab 6::

EO_Cerdan:
::In main eng,;;

CaptWolfe:
Louis:  By all means....::walks around to the bar::

XO_Louis:
:: Walks over to the panel near the entrance and taps a couple times ::

OPS_Rhian:
Vid:  Compiling

FCO_VID:
CO:Aye Ma’am Laying in course bringing ship up to cruising speed:

TACSirach:
Warke: 10 days after my funeral ::barely able to get a chuckle out::

CSO_Craig:
*Wilkison* status report

FCO_VID (Sound - Powerup.wav):

TACSirach:
::preparing for NZ sector downloads::

CEOBishop:
::seals uniform tunic and heads for engineering::

FCO_VID (Sound - Warp.wav):

SO_Wilkin:
*Craig*  About to analyze transponder

CaptWolfe:
::pulls his padd out of his tunic and calls up a text file...glancing at it::

CNS_Warke:
::seriously:: Sirach:I could arrange that

CO_Olbrun:
::she looks around the bridge, noting that the XO is missing::

TACSirach:
Warke: the funeral or the appointment?

XO_Louis:
* ALL SENIOR STAFF * Please report to the Starlight Lounge immediately. That is all, thank you.

CSO_Craig:
*Wilkinson*very well, carry on

CNS_Warke:
Sirach:the appointment

EO_Cerdan:
::Watches Warp engines come online,smiles::

CEOBishop:
::hears communiqué and heads for the lounge::

CO_Olbrun:
::hears this announcement, and curiosity is aroused::

OPS_Rhian:
*Louis* Acknowledged

TACSirach:
Warke: Alright, it's set...10 days after my death ::doesn't even attempt to smile::

CSO_Craig:
::enters TL:: Starlight lounge

CTO_Cain:
::Leaves quarters, heads toward lounge::

SO_Wilkin:
::begins analysis of transponder::

TACSirach:
::enters TL making sure someone is there to take TAC::

FCO_VID:
::sets helm to auto::*Ens Wnnabe*:please monitor Nav systems in my absence:

TACSirach:
::trying to walk as though he is okay::

EO_Cerdan:
::Heads to deck 10::

CNS_Warke:
Sirach:now before then when will the next appointment be?

CO_Olbrun:
::she hands the bridge over to Lieutenant Hei Yu::

OPS_Rhian:
::initiates data transfer and is relieved by OSC Lee::

CaptWolfe:
::has a small glass of cool mineral water replicated::

TACSirach:
Warke: ::trying to hide any sign of pain:: I'll have to get back to you on that

XO_Louis:
:: Walks back to rear of the bar and pours a couple of drinks... Orange Cream soda's to be exact. ::

CSO_Craig:
*Wilkinson* change of plan come to the starlight lounge

FCO_VID:
::heads to TL enters and awaits others::

CTO_Cain:
::enters lounge, walks to XO::  XO:  Commander.

CNS_Warke:
::heads to TL::

CaptWolfe:
::raises an eyebrow at the choice of drinks......::

CEOBishop:
::enters lounge::

SO_Wilkin:
*Craig* acknowledged.  On my way

OPS_Rhian:
::enters TL:: Deck 10

XO_Louis:
Cain: Welcome... make yourself at home.

CSO_Craig:
::Enters lounge::

TACSirach:
::arrives in lounge...with a fake look of assurance on his face::

SO_Wilkin:
::exits lab and enters TL:: Deck 10

CO_Olbrun:
::she heads down to the lounge, a little uncertain of how she's feeling to be attending her own wake::

CTO_Cain:
XO:  Thank you. ::fixes a drink::

FCO_VID:
::Exits TL with Rhian and heads to lounge::

XO_Louis:
:: Takes out large platter with a multi-layered cake and sets it up at the center of the room ::

TACSirach:
::quickly takes a seat at a table near the bar::

CEOBishop:
::looks at drinks and decides to pass::

SO_Wilkin:
::exits TL and enters lounge::

OPS_Rhian:
::enters lounge...b-line for the replicator::  Coffee, double-black

CNS_Warke:
::enters lounge and finds place to sit::

Dario has changed to Cash

EO_Cerdan:
::Enters deck10,via maintenance lift::

CaptWolfe:
::is a bit stunned at the proceedings......after all, the Captain's death is not the only loss to be addressed here::

CSO_Craig:
*wilkinson* we have to find some way to upgrade the sensors to find the wreckage of the rampart

CTO_Cain:
::walks over to Sirach::  Sirach:  Mind if I sit here?

Cash has changed to Dario

TACSirach:
Cain: please do

CEOBishop:
::sits in the most out of the way corner::

FCO_VID:
::enters lounge and orders Vulcan tea::

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Drinking anything?

CO_Olbrun:
::she enters the lounge, and takes a seat in the back, wondering how things are going to be handled in light of the Doctor's passing as well::

CSO_Craig:
wilkinson: sit here

TACSirach:
Cain: no

CO_Olbrun:
::she doesn't associate with the crew, just observes::

CaptWolfe:
::stands by the bar, sipping on his water and trying not to look too shocked::

SO_Wilkin:
::sits next to Craig::

EO_Cerdan:
::Sees all the crew,a bit overwhelmed::

FCO_VID:
::Sniffs the spicy aroma and for the first time in days feels at ease::

XO_Louis:
:: Noticing the Captain in a back corner... walks over to greet her with a drink :: Captain: I'm not sure if you've ever tried this... but Dara enjoyed it. :: Hands the Captain the Orange Cream ::

CNS_Warke:
::gets up and moves around observing and sensing the emotions of the crew::

CTO_Cain:
Sirach: I am.  ::raises glass:  here's to good memories and free spirits.  ::Drinks::

CSO_Craig:
::whispers::Wilkinson: got any ideas on the sensors?

CO_Olbrun:
:;she's wrapped in thoughts of why the Ganymede was called off the search for the Rampart, doesn't hear Louis the first time::

Dario has changed to Gold

CEOBishop:
::pulls out a padd and accesses an ancient earth novel::

XO_Louis:
Captain Olbrun?

CaptWolfe:
::picks up his padd and clasps it in his hands, behind his back::

OPS_Rhian:
::unable to get comfortable in the chair...gets up and walks over a window::

SO_Wilkin:
::looks at Craig::  Last I checked, engineering was working on boosting power

TACSirach:
Cain: here's to good memories and free spirits ::nods::

CO_Olbrun:
::she shakes her head, and looks up:: Louis: Actually, it was cherry creme, but thank you. ::accepts the drink::

Gold has changed to Dario

XO_Louis:
Captain Olbrun: Will you follow me please?

CSO_Craig:
Wilkinson: good, but always be on the lookout for things to upgrade with

EO_Cerdan:
::Gets two drinks from the bar,one for the chief::

FCO_VID:
::returns to replicator for second cup::

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  I'm getting another, can I get you anything?

XO_Louis:
:: Moves to the center of the room and stands on a chair next to the cake ::

CO_Olbrun:
::she leaves the drink on the table and rises from her seat, then gives Robert a look of "Don't do this, please"::

SO_Wilkin:
Craig:  Engineering has been handling most of the work on the Rampart

EO_Cerdan:
CEO:Here,looks like you could use one;;Hands drink to CEO::

CNS_Warke:
::still observing the crew::

TACSirach:
::very quietly underbreath:: a bio-bed

CSO_Craig:
Wilkinson: when we are done we will discuss this in the lab k?

TACSirach:
Cain: no thank you

XO_Louis:
*To all* May I have everyone's attention please... I have a couple of announcements.

SO_Wilkin:
Craig: Got it

CaptWolfe:
::hopes the CMO's kids dont hear about the officers eating cake like this at their Mothers wake::

OPS_Rhian:
::turns to listen...still by the window::

CEOBishop:
::looks up from his PADD::

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  I'll see if they can replicate one. <grins>

EO_Cerdan:
::Turns to listen::

SO_Wilkin:
::looks up::

CSO_Craig:
::smiles at Wilkinson::

CaptWolfe:
::watches solemnly::

TACSirach:
::tries to grin, returns attention to the XO::

CO_Olbrun:
::she sits back down in her corner, watching and listening::

FCO_VID:
::believes something stronger than spiced tea is in order::

XO_Louis:
First... we must all raise our glasses in memory of our lost crew member...

AdmHazbin:
@::fidgeting on the shuttle::

SO_Wilkin:
::raises glass::

CTO_Cain:
::grabs drink and raises glass::

CSO_Craig:
::raises glass::

FCO_VID:
::raises glass of ale::

CaptWolfe:
::turns and raises glass of mineral water::

CO_Olbrun:
::she raises her glass as well::

CEOBishop:
::raises the glass::

OPS_Rhian:
::raises mug::

TACSirach:
::raises candle from table::

XO_Louis:
...Our beloved doctor will be missed. Please let's have a moment of silence. :: Bows head ::

CEOBishop:
::wonders where his glass came from::

EO_Cerdan:
::Raises glass::

AdmHazbin:
@::wiping sweaty hands on pants and standing as shuttle docks with the U.S.S. Ganymede::

TACSirach:
::bows head::

SO_Wilkin:
::feeling awkward, bows his head::

FCO_VID:
::Enters state of Whl'Tri::

CO_Olbrun:
:;she stares down at the bubbles in her drink, knowing that Patrick's daughter is not going to have an easy time, going to a father she doesn't even know::

AdmHazbin:
@::coming aboard and shooing away the surprised Deck Officer::

XO_Louis:
Death is sometimes thought of as a beginning....

XO_Louis:
...It leads only to another place where the spirit can grow...

CNS_Warke:
::lowers head::

AdmHazbin:
::following the Deck Officer into the Lounge::

CEOBishop:
::lowers head::

CTO_Cain:
::drinks and listens::

CSO_Craig:
Admiral on DECK

CaptWolfe:
::wonders quickly if anyone has had a chance to speak to the CMO's daughter was it?::

AdmHazbin:
::stepping quietly inside the door and easing off to the side bulkhead::

XO_Louis:
...Few of us can understand what that means and the inspiration it creates...

TACSirach:
::listens to XO, however his words keep taking him back to the incident on the shuttle which he has fought very hard to put behind him for now...and perhaps for good::

EO_Cerdan:
::Watches everyone's reaction to XO::

AdmHazbin:
::waving to be ignored::

CO_Olbrun:
::she glances back up, and notes that Hazbin has entered the room...she immediately tenses::

XO_Louis:
...I like to believe that this is ALWAYS just another beginning...

CNS_Warke:
::observing reactions::

AdmHazbin:
::skulking around the outer perimeter of the room to blend in::

FCO_VID:
::Hazbin? What now?::

SO_Wilkin:
::looks around feeling extremely awkward::

XO_Louis:
... We have gathered here to pay tribute to our officers and our friends, The doctor and our Captain...

AdmHazbin:
::gazing around a bit in curiosity to identify the Captain on sight::

CEOBishop:
::tries to think of something other than death::

TACSirach:
::notices Hazbin and tries again to hide his mental and physical pain::

CSO_Craig:
::kinda listening to the XO and wondering about the Admiral::

FCO_VID:
::Feels Sirach’s pain and makes note to speak with him::

XO_Louis:
...Since today is a new beginning, we are here to celebrate a birth day,... our new Captain's birthday. :: Looks to Taniele and raises a glass, then begins to sing... ::

EO_Cerdan:
::Thinks to self.This is awkward::

CTO_Cain:
::fixes another drink not knowing the admiral is there::

CNS_Warke:
::senses Sirach has problem with Hazbin::

XO_Louis:
"Happy birthday to you.... "

CSO_Craig:
::sings with XO::

CO_Olbrun:
::she plays with her glass, then almost appears to hide under the table as he starts to sing::

OPS_Rhian:
::everything sounds like whispers...like I'm not really here::

CaptWolfe:
::with a snort of disgust, throws back his water and slides from the room::

CEOBishop:
::not singing::

CO_Olbrun:
::she stands, and gestures for the song to be cut short- quickly::

CTO_Cain:
::drinks and keeps quiet::

CSO_Craig:
::feels embarrassed::

XO_Louis:
:: Turns and gives the uncooperative crew members a dirty look ::

XO_Louis:
:: Keeps singing ::

AdmHazbin:
ACTION: SEVERAL OF THE CREW JOIN RESPECTFULLY IN SONG.

FCO_VID:
::Most interesting but not very logical under the circumstances::

CO_Olbrun:
::she arches an eyebrow, obviously not amused::

CaptWolfe:
::walks to the TL.....heads up to the bridge::

AdmHazbin:
::puzzled, but joining the crew in singing::

TACSirach:
::attempts to sing, but is unable::

XO_Louis:
:: Finishing the singing.... moves to the Captain and extends a hand ::

CSO_Craig:
hoorah!!

FCO_VID:
::Can only stay in respectful silence::

CO_Olbrun:
::she does not accept the hand:: Louis: Thank you for your efforts....please, let the celebration commence.

CSO_Craig:
::sees Wayne move a little bit away::

CaptWolfe:
::shakes head as the doors slide shut.....feeling as if all the eyes of those past are looking down on him in disgust::

TACSirach:
::puzzled by the Captain's coldness towards the XO::

CTO_Cain:
::still standing and drinking in quiet::

SO_Wilkin:
::wonders how he got caught in this mess::

XO_Louis:
Captain: Welcome aboard. I'm pleased to have you here. :: Unfazed by her reaction... walks away and begins cavorting with the crew ::

CSO_Craig:
Wayne: Sing next time its kinda fun

XO_Louis:
<Begins>

EO_Cerdan:
CEO:You ready for another,I am?

CO_Olbrun:
:;she slips out of the lounge::

CaptWolfe:
::arrives on the bridge, hushing Lt. Hei Yu quickly as he slowly walks around the bridge, getting the feel for her again....::

XO_Louis:
*Cake for everyone * :: takes the knife and cuts the cake ::

AdmHazbin:
::stepping up to Louis and holding out hand::

SO_Wilkin:
Craig: Singing?  Did I miss something?

CEOBishop:
::looks up not realizing that Cerdan was there:: um uh No thanks

OPS_Rhian:
::walks to get more coffee...sensations dulled, things look kind of hazy::

CSO_Craig:
Wayne: you must be REALLY out of it

XO_Louis:
Admiral: Welcome aboard sir. :: Extends hand to welcome ::

AdmHazbin:
Louis:  Congratulations on your recent promotion.  You've done a nice job on this memorial service.

FCO_VID:
XO: Sir by your leave I've some Nav system calibrations to do:

CTO_Cain:
::fixes another drink, stands with back toward the room staring at the bar::

XO_Louis:
Admiral: Thank you sir.

CO_Olbrun:
:;she goes to the bridge, and buzzes past Hei Yu in the captain's seat, waving him to stay there::

EO_Cerdan:
::Walks to bar::Barkeep another.

XO_Louis:
Vid: We are here to celebrate... if you must go, dismissed.

CaptWolfe:
::stands in the back by the Tac 1 console, looking at the old keys quietly and wistfully::

CEOBishop:
::gets back to his novel::

AdmHazbin:
Louis:  I'll leave you to your crew.  I'll see you later, I'm sure.  I'm attached to the U.S.S. Ganymede for a duty stint.  

CO_Olbrun:
::she goes straight into the Ready Room, and locks the door, analyzing the situation with the Rampart, and curious as to what the new orders are going to bring::

FCO_VID:
::Leaves lounge and heads toward TL:

XO_Louis:
Admiral: Very well, thank you.

AdmHazbin:
::nodding at the few crew members who recognize him, he heads out of the Starlight Lounge::

CSO_Craig:
XO: Wayne and I have some thins to discuss, by your leave

FCO_VID:
::Enters TL *Bridge*:

CTO_Cain:
::realizes shift starts in six hours and is drunk::

AdmHazbin:
::in the corridor::

SO_Wilkin:
::gets up and follows Craig::

CaptWolfe (Sound - Chime.wav):
::notices Olbrun rush through...walks over to the door console and keys the doorbell::

AdmHazbin:
::pausing and gazing up at the ceiling::  Computer, location of Captain Olbrun.

FCO_VID:
::Leaves TL and enters bridge::

TACSirach:
::quietly gets up and heads out of the lounge without saying anything to anyone...or looking at anyone::

AdmHazbin:
<Computer>  Captain Olbrun is in her Ready Room.

XO_Louis:
Craig: You are welcome to stay, but if you must... dismissed.

AdmHazbin:
Hm.

CSO_Craig:
::goes to TL and waits for Wayne:: Science Lab 6::

FCO_VID:
*Ens Wannbe you are relieved:

CO_Olbrun:
::she jumps in her seat, not expecting to be disturbed...she unlocks the door:: Enter.

SO_Wilkin:
Craig:  Thanks for getting me outta there

CSO_Craig:
Wayn NP

CSO_Craig:
Wayne: any time

CaptWolfe:
::steps in, his face a mask of barely contained rage::  You're missing your party Captain...

FCO_VID:
::Begins calibrations and double checks speed and course::

XO_Louis:
:: Takes a piece of cake and sits at the bar, eating and drinking and Orange Cream::

TACSirach:
::walks out of lounge and leans against wall next to door, looking at the floor::

CO_Olbrun:
::she looks up, and folds her hands on her desk:: Wolfe: I didn't request that, or sanction it. I'm rather embarrassed by the whole affair, if you must know.

CSO_Craig:
Wayne: but seriously...

CTO_Cain:
::stumbles toward door to leave::  Whoever:  Happy birthday <slurs>. ::walks out to corridor::

CEOBishop:
::discretely exits the lounge and heads for engineering::

EO_Cerdan:
::Gets two drinks instead.One for chief::

FCO_VID:
::notices both Capts. in ready room::

CSO_Craig:
::TL arrives Wayne and Craig walk to Lab::

SO_Wilkin:
Craig: Yeah, what do you have?  An idea?

EO_Cerdan:
::Turns and looks Chief is gone::

CNS_Warke:
::arranges appointments for those who feel they need them::

TACSirach:
::stands up and slowly heads towards TL::

CSO_Craig:
Wayne:when we have any ideas we have to act

CaptWolfe:
Embarrassment wouldn't be the word I would choose....but then, no one seemed to ask me.  You are curious, as to your new orders...and why you're being taken off the case for the Rampart....::walks around, admiring the room....one of his first times in it::

CSO_Craig:
Wayne: and we do our own repairs before calling Engineering

CSO_Craig:
Wayne:just so ya know

CEOBishop:
::enters engineering and sees Ens Fixit trying to repair an activated Warp Coil::

CTO_Cain:
::stumbles into bed and passes out::

CO_Olbrun:
::she puts the padd aside:: Wolfe: Of course I am. I presume that's why Hazbin is here.

OPS_Rhian:
::two cup down...still isn't working:::

SO_Wilkin:
Craig:  Understood, however, we were...cut off from them

XO_Louis:
:: Sullen and quiet, disappointment shows with everyone leaving. I push the cake away then order a whiskey and begins sipping on it. ::

TACSirach:
::enters TL and is unsure where to go::

CEOBishop:
::pulls fixit aside and tells him the error in his deeds::

CSO_Craig:
Wayne:i know I’m not trying to be mean or anything

TACSirach:
::mumbles:: where's a med crew when you need one

CSO_Craig:
Wayne:just informative

FCO_VID:
*Bishop*: what’s that fluctuation in the warpdrive?:

EO_Cerdan:
::Drinks both drinks and looks around::

CEOBishop:
*Vid* that would be my Special engineer

SO_Wilkin:
::smiles:: Craig:  I know...I've just been paranoid recently

AdmHazbin:
::making a decision and patting the padd concealed in his tunic::

CSO_Craig:
Wayne:come on we don’t start our shifts for 3 hours yet

CaptWolfe:
Olbrun:  I would imagine my work here is nearing its completion.....I'm sure I will have new orders as well....

TACSirach:
::decides to go to his quarters, even though he knows it is a bad choice::

CEOBishop:
*Vid* All is well now though

TACSirach:
TL: deck 18

FCO_VID:
*Bishop*:What is his specialty? :

CSO_Craig:
Wayne: lets go do something recreational

AdmHazbin:
::entering turbolift::  Bridge.

CO_Olbrun:
::she goes up to the replicator, and orders a cup of peach tea:: Wolfe: I knew that was coming too. So much for getting a chance to get reacquainted.

SO_Wilkin:
Craig: Sure, what do you have in mind?

CSO_Craig:
Wayne:ummm what do ya know how to do?

XO_Louis:
:: Finishes the first shot and orders another while considering what just happened here. This feels very insulting. ::

FCO_VID:
::stands at attention as Adm. enters bridge::

CEOBishop:
*Vid* I'm not sure he has one at least not a useful one

CO_Olbrun:
::she sits back down at her desk, showing no trace of unpleasant emotion::

OPS_Rhian:
::walks over to the bar and puts the mug down::  Louis:  That looks better than mine

SO_Wilkin:
Craig:  Well...I dunno.

CSO_Craig:
Wayne:a round of Golf on the holodeck maybe?

FCO_VID:
*Bishop*:acknowledegd:

XO_Louis:
Rhian: You should try it... but I'll warn you. It's a killer.

CaptWolfe:
::eyebrows furrow::  Olbrun:  In fact.....there's been some rumblings out near DS3.  A former officer under your command appears to have botched a Hostage situation...

SO_Wilkin:
Craig:  Golf?  I think I can handle that

TACSirach:
::stumbles off of TL and heads down what seems like the longest corridor on the ship::

CO_Olbrun:
Wolfe: Which one?

CSO_Craig:
Wayne: good ::smiles::

CSO_Craig:
::leads wayne to holodeck::

CaptWolfe:
Olbrun:  A Captain K’Tarn...Klingon....Captain of the Pharaoh....

AdmHazbin:
::stepping on to bridge::

OPS_Rhian:
Louis:  I've recently acquired a fondness of Scotch myself...if there's one thing you humans can do right, it's distill spirits ::half grin::

TACSirach:
::trying to remember where his quarters are...with minimal success::

CO_Olbrun:
::she sighs, and rests her head in her hands:: Wolfe: How bad is it?

SO_Wilkin:
::follows Craig to the holodeck::

TACSirach:
::goes to the nearest computer panel for assistance::

FCO_VID:
*ALL*:Adm. on the bridge:

CSO_Craig:
Wayne:alright what course?

CaptWolfe:
Olbrun:  around 250 hostages, that’s men, women and children, were killed....and Starfleet is sure it will get worse before it gets better at this rate...

TACSirach:
::trying to mask all the pain when a crewmember wakes by::

XO_Louis:
Rhian: It's a wonderful gift. :: Grins::

XO_Louis:
:: Raises glass and slams the shot ::

EO_Cerdan:
::Thinks to self,I don't know anyone here::

AdmHazbin:
::nodding at the crisp FCO::

OPS_Rhian:
*Bridge* Acknowledged  ... Louis: They always kill the fun before it begins

AdmHazbin:
::walking over to the Ready Room door::

SO_Wilkin:
::looks up:: Hmmm....something with water

CTO_Cain:
::wakes up and realizes that he's not in his bed::

CO_Olbrun:
Wolfe: And I'm being called in to fix it?

TACSirach:
::walks into quarters and collapses on his couch::

CSO_Craig:
Pebble Beach?

CNS_Warke:
::goes to her quarters and meets Sirach a long the way::  Sirach:problem?

OPS_Rhian:
::enters TL:: Deck One

SO_Wilkin:
Craig:  Sounds good

CEOBishop:
::sits fixit in front of the training monitor and enters his office::

CaptWolfe:
Olbrun:  No...but I think I might be....::turns head at the sound of the ring::

CO_Olbrun:
::to whoever is at the door:: Enter.

XO_Louis:
:: Nods to Rhian ::

CTO_Cain:
::leaves the room noticing it was some crewmember's::

AdmHazbin:
::entering Ready Room::

CO_Olbrun:
::gestures to Wolfe to stay there::

TACSirach:
::hears Warke as he walks into his quarters but doesn't answer and locks the door behind him::

CaptWolfe:
::snaps too::  Admiral

AdmHazbin:
::lined face indicates fatigue::

CSO_Craig:
*computer* Pebble Beach Golf Course

AdmHazbin:
::nodding tiredly at Wolfe::  Captain.

CTO_Cain:
::trying to focus on the name, it just gets fuzzier and fuzzier::

CO_Olbrun:
::she stands:: Hazbin: Admiral, welcome aboard the Ganymede.

CSO_Craig:
::goes to tee::here we go

AdmHazbin:
::turning slightly to Olbrun with a small smile::  Thank you very much Captain.

CNS_Warke:
::takes out a datapad and makes a note in Sirach's file then goes to her quarters::

AdmHazbin:
Olbrun:  Am I intruding?

CSO_Craig:
::hits it almost 300 yards::

CSO_Craig:
your turn wayne

FCO_VID:
*Bishop*:warp flow returned to normal at helm thank you:

SO_Wilkin:
::tees up:: Damn!  150 yards?!?!

OPS_Rhian:
::enters Bridge...takes over OPS console::

CO_Olbrun:
Hazbin: Yes, you are, but I'm sure what you came for was no small problem.

CO_Olbrun:
Hazbin: Please proceed.

FCO_VID:
::nods to Rhian's entry::

EO_Cerdan:
::To self::I've paid my respects.::Leaves lounge::

AdmHazbin:
Olbrun:  I wish it were.  ::grim smile::

CSO_Craig:
::drives to Wayne's Ball::

CSO_Craig:
you again::

CSO_Craig:
=)

AdmHazbin:
Wolfe:  Captain, you are to proceed to Deep Space Three and clean up the mess there.  Gather what intelligence you can and deliver a full report to Starfleet Command within two days.  ::handing Wolfe a padd::

FCO_VID:
Rhian:the Adm. and both Captains are in the RR:

SO_Wilkin:
::mumbling:: All right...

XO_Louis:
:: Gets up and leaves the lounge ignoring the decorations. Heads towards TL ::

TACSirach:
::as he phases in and out of consciousness he hopes that no one tries to contact him...he takes off his comm badge and makes sure the door is securely locked::

AdmHazbin:
Wolfe:  Your ***other*** orders are there.  Coded as usual.  You know what to do.

CEOBishop:
::begins trying to get the isolinear relay system up to 98.7% efficiency::

CO_Olbrun:
:;she stays silent, just listening::

CaptWolfe:
::nods grimly, taking the padd.......raising an eyebrow at the last part....now things get interesting::

SO_Wilkin:
::hits the ball with a 9 iron::

CaptWolfe:
Hazbin:  Yes, Sir.

CSO_Craig:
Wayne:Beautifull

OPS_Rhian:
Vid:  Understood,  status?

CTO_Cain:
::walks down corridor to his quarters, gets in shower with clothes on::  Computer:  Shower, cold, begin.

CNS_Warke:
::arrives in her quarters and changes into workout clothes::  ::does some exercises::

TACSirach:
::after a brief struggle finally goes into a deep unconscious state::

XO_Louis:
:: Exits TL and heads down corridor to quarters ::

SO_Wilkin:
Craig:  That'll be the last good shot I make

FCO_VID:
*XO*: the Adm. and CO & Capt. Wolfe are behind closed doors in the ready room suggest you come to the bridge:

CSO_Craig:
::laughs::

EO_Cerdan:
::Taps Comm badge::Cerdan to Bishop,Finished in lounge returning to duty.

XO_Louis:
Vid: Who has the bridge right now?

FCO_VID:
XO:Sir Rhian and myself:

AdmHazbin:
Olbrun:  Your orders are here.  And Captain, I'll be accompanying you on this one.  ::handing Olbrun a padd too::  The pirates are a bigger concern than we originally thought.

XO_Louis:
<*Vid*>

CSO_Craig:
::hits ball with PW onto the green and One putts:

CTO_Cain:
::sobering up, thinking how this crew seems to be drifting apart from each other::

CEOBishop:
*Cerdan*Understood ensign

OPS_Rhian (Sound - console.wav):
e "VID:  Data compile complete...transferring to your station."

SO_Wilkin:
Craig: Nice

CSO_Craig:
Wayne:thanks

XO_Louis:
*Vid* Acknowledged, on my way. :: re-enters TL and heads to the bridge ::

CO_Olbrun:
:;she takes the padd, and looks over the orders:: Hazbin: Times like this I wish we had KC with us. That woman is a wonder.

AdmHazbin:
Olbrun:  In fact, we are certain that's what has happened to the Rampart.  Too much effort was spent in making it look like she was destroyed.  Probably to throw us off a continued search.

FCO_VID:
OPS:Rhian acknowledged

SO_Wilkin:
::walks up to the green and putts::

CSO_Craig:
::drives to next tee::

CO_Olbrun:
::she leans back in her seat:: Hazbin: Then a hunting we will go, Admiral.

AdmHazbin:
::small smile::  Olbrun:  I'll be sure to tell her.  She is anxious to make your acquaintance again.  As was I.   ::embarrassed shuffling of feet::

CSO_Craig:
::waits for Wayne

XO_Louis:
:: Enters bridge and takes the second chair, quietly and calmly. Begins to review duty rosters and reviewing staff meetings ::

CSO_Craig:
::

EO_Cerdan:
::enters ME,walks to chief::

FCO_VID:
::Acknowledges XO'sPresence::

AdmHazbin:
Olbrun:  I never told you before, but I trust you a lot.  There are few that I invest with that.  ::cough::

EO_Cerdan:
CEO: Where you need me Chief?

SO_Wilkin:
Craig: Missed! Ugh!

AdmHazbin:
::nervously realizing Wolfe is still there::    ::changing back to brusque::

CSO_Craig:
::Hits another Beauty off the 2nd tee::

CEOBishop:
Cerdan: I'm trying to raise the isolinear relay efficiency to 98.7 %, monitor the file relay distortion

CO_Olbrun:
::she smiles:: Hazbin: I knew...rather, she knew.

AdmHazbin:
Olbrun:  So Captains.  I leave you to your plotting.  I'll be in my quarters catching up on communiqués.

SO_Wilkin:
Craig: Hey! Wait up!

EO_Cerdan:
CEO:Aye.

AdmHazbin:
::pretending not to have heard Olbrun's last comment:: 

CSO_Craig:
Wayne:sorry

AdmHazbin:
::turning to leave and hiding a small grateful smile::

CaptWolfe:
::nods head as the Admiral scampers off, as Admirals are want to do::

CNS_Warke:
::continuing with exercises and finding her inner self as she just goes through the exercises::

AdmHazbin:
::stepping back out on to the bridge::

FCO_VID:
::Snaps to as Adm. enters bridge::

SO_Wilkin:
::mumbling and dropping clubs, walking up to Craig::

CEOBishop:
::taps a button and all the monitors go black, taps another control and they all come back up:: oops

XO_Louis:
*Admiral on the bridge* :: Stands ::

AdmHazbin:
::smiling wearily at the FCO and stepping over to him::

CO_Olbrun:
::she smiles slightly as Hazbin leaves::

AdmHazbin:
FCO:  How's it going son?

EO_Cerdan:
::Checks readout on station::

FCO_VID:
ADM: Fine sir and you?:

CaptWolfe:
::flips through the orders.....his face growing a bit pale as he skims...but composes himself quickly::  Olbrun:  Appears I meet up with the U.S.S. Olympus in 23 hours.....for travel to Deep Space 3....

TACSirach:
::suddenly Sirach's comm badge shorts out...via a program Sirach activated after he took it off::

CSO_Craig has left the conversation

AdmHazbin:
FCO:  Just fine with me.  I'm looking forward to spending time with the best crew in Starfleet.

CO_Olbrun:
Wolfe: What is it? You look terrible.

OPS_Rhian:
TAC:  I'm reading a diagnostics relay failure on TAC 2, confirm

CEOBishop:
::taps a few more controls:: Cerdan: By the way, I never did that

FCO_VID:
Adm:Sir you don't have to look any further:

SO_Wilkin:
::finishes the program and leaves the holodeck::

XO_Louis:
:: Standing stoic as the Admiral speaks with Vid::

CaptWolfe:
Olbrun:  Taniele, have you ever insisted that a friend not do something, they do it anyway.....

AdmHazbin:
Vid:  ::smile::  Carry on.

FCO_VID:
Adm:Aye sir:

AdmHazbin:
::turning to Louis::  Good crew.

CTO_Cain:
::steps out of show and undresses::

CTO_Cain:
::show = shower::

XO_Louis:
Admiral: Yes sir, very good crew. :: Grins a bit ::

EO_Cerdan:
CEO::Chief got something here.

AdmHazbin:
Louis:  Good morale, in the face of recent losses.  They'll need that attitude with what they're going to be facing.  ::grim::

FCO_VID:
::raises questioning eyebrow::

CEOBishop:
*EO* What?

SO_Wilkin:
::wanders around corridors for a bit then heads to the bridge::

XO_Louis:
Admiral: Yes sir, I agree.

OPS_Rhian:
<TAC> OPS: Acknowledged, routing through secondary relays

CO_Olbrun:
Wolfe: Yes. I have::taps a fingernail on the padd with her orders::

EO_Cerdan:
*CEO* Not sure you better have a look.

SO_Wilkin:
::exits TL onto the bridge::

FCO_VID:
::feels the stress in Hazbin's words::

CEOBishop:
::look at monitor::

SO_Wilkin:
::runs a level 3 diagnostic on sensor array::

CTO_Cain:
::gets dressed and heads toward the bridge::

CaptWolfe:
::shakes head::  Olbrun:  But its not for us to question why; our only choice is do or die.....::slips padd into his tunic, adjusting it quickly::

AdmHazbin:
Louis:  I'll need quarters for awhile.  I've been attached to the Ganymede for a week or so.

CNS_Warke:
::reaches a state of inner peace while doing exercises::

EO_Cerdan:
CEO::something going on with TAC  sensors.

XO_Louis:
Admiral: Yes sir, one moment. :: Takes up the padd and touches the screen to search for open quarters.::

CO_Olbrun:
Wolfe: You know where to find me, if that ever happens.

CSO_Craig has entered the conversation

FCO_VID:
::Now feeling stress of my own over this news::

CSO_Craig has been made a speaker

XO_Louis:
Admiral: Here is your assignment. I hope it meets your expectations. :: Hands padd to Admiral ::

CEOBishop:
::runs a level 1 diagnostic on the Tac sensors::

CaptWolfe:
Olbrun:  Of course...I'll be getting my team ready to depart.  If anything comes up before our departure, you know where I'll be......

CaptWolfe:
::turns and heads for the door::

CTO_Cain:
::enters bridge and relieves security officer WhoCrs::

AdmHazbin:
Louis:  Very nice.  Please have my communiqués routed directly there.  I'll be going there now.  Thank you.

CSO_Craig:
::hits another beauty on the 5th hole::

CTO_Cain:
::checks all tactical data and sensors::

XO_Louis:
Admiral: Very well.

FCO_VID:
XO: Sir still on course to Federation space at warp 6

SO_Wilkin:
*Bishop* Are you reading the sensor data?

CO_Olbrun:
Wolfe: John, good luck. And remember that we still have that catch up to do someday.

XO_Louis:
:: Sits back down and taps the console forwarding the Admiral's messages ::

CaptWolfe:
Olbrun:  Well, Taniele, you never know when...where...or how...I'll turn up....::smiles and gives a quick wink before stepping out onto the bridge::

CEOBishop:
*SO*Aye

CO_Olbrun:
::she looks at her orders one more time, and then waits for two heartbeats after he's left, then exits the ready room::

CSO_Craig:
::closes holodeck program and heads for TL::Bridge

XO_Louis:
*Captain on the bridge* :: Stands::

CO_Olbrun:
::she's smiling slightly, but that drops when she sees Louis::

CaptWolfe:
::storms across the bridge, ignoring Louis and heading for the TL::

FCO_VID:
::stands at attention::

SO_Wilkin:
::looks up from console::

CTO_Cain:
::glances slightly::

CEOBishop:
EO: looks like the Long range sensors need to be maintenance, You take the port sensors and I’ll take starboard

CSO_Craig:
::arrives on bridge and almost gets knocked over by Wolfe::

SO_Wilkin:
::recalibrates sensors to compensate::

EO_Cerdan:
CEO:Aye.

CaptWolfe:
::steps onto the awaiting TL, just missing CSO Craig::  TL:  Shuttlebay 1

CSO_Craig:
::muttering::

CO_Olbrun:
::she takes her seat, and glances over at Louis:: Louis: I know you had good intentions...I was not prepared for that.

CTO_Cain:
::performing diagnostics on weapons array::

CEOBishop:
::grabs his kit repair kit and takes to the jeffries tubes, repairing the relays as he come to them::

CaptWolfe:
::zips down to the shuttlebay, nodding at his assembled crew::  Lets get under way.....

SO_Wilkin:
Craig:  Nice to see you made it.  We are having problems with long range sensors

CSO_Craig:
::goes to SCI console:: Status report Wayne.

TACSirach:
::laying on the couch in his quarters, in a deep unconsciousness::

XO_Louis:
Captain: Understood. I'll be more communicative about that sort of thing in the future. :: Sits back down ::

CSO_Craig:
Wayne:anything serious?

SO_Wilkin:
Craig:  Doesn't appear to be.  Engineering is on it

CO_Olbrun:
::she smiles:: Louis: Just give me fair warning, that's all I ask.

CSO_Craig:
Wayne:good

FCO_VID:
XO:shall I clear Capt. Wolfe’s shuttle Sir?:

XO_Louis:
:: Half hearted smile and nods to the Captain ::

CSO_Craig:
Wayne:run a full diagnostic on all sensors

SO_Wilkin:
Craig: Aye

CSO_Craig:
Wayne:including the dish

CSO_Craig:
Wayne:thanks

CaptWolfe:
comic:  Set intercept course with the USS Olympus....maximum warp....::steps aboard as the doors slide shut::  *Bridge*  Ganymede Control, this is Runabout Prism 1...ready for departure...

XO_Louis:
Vid: On his request, yes please do so.

SO_Wilkin:
::begins full diagnostic of sensor array::

EO_Cerdan:
::Grabs sonic decoulper,heads for port relays::

FCO_VID:
XO:Aye sir:

FCO_VID:
*Capt Wolfe prepare for shuttle launch:

CTO_Cain:
::starting to wonder where Sirach is::

FCO_VID (Sound - Shuttle\@Bay\@Doors.wav):

CaptWolfe:
*FCO*  We are ready for launch Control  ::notices everyone has webbed in::

CEOBishop:
::come up with an idea about running a low level sonic pule through the sensor array to clear them up::

CEOBishop:
<pulse>

SO_Wilkin:
::switches relays to sensor buffers::

CO_Olbrun:
::she leans back:: Vid: Once Wolfe's team is away, set course to the coordinates given to you by Hazbin.

FCO_VID:
*Capt Wolfe*: You are clear sir:

CSO_Craig:
Wayne:try keeping that shuttle on sensors as long as possible

CSO_Craig:
Wayne:to test them

SO_Wilkin:
Craig:  Yes, sir

XO_Louis:
:: Returns to reviewing duty rosters and staff meeting minutes ::

CaptWolfe:
*Ganymede*  Understood......Good luck and God's Speed....

CEOBishop:
::runs the pulse through a few relays and notices how well it works::

CSO_Craig:
Wayne:you don’t have to call me sir we have the same rank

CaptWolfe (Sound - Warp.wav):
::lifts off into space....as soon as the ship is clear....leaps to Warp::

SO_Wilkin:
Craig:  Well you are the department head

CTO_Cain:
Computer:  Locate Sirach.  ::waiting::

FCO_VID:
CO:Aye Ma'am Capt. Wolfe is away setting course  443.8 at max warp:

CSO_Craig:
Wayne:i know but I like things a little more informal

CEOBishop:
*EO* Configure your decoupler to emit a low level sonic pulse and run it through the port sensor array

FCO_VID (Sound - Warp.wav):

CSO_Craig:
::wink::

SO_Wilkin:
::monitors runabout on long range sensors::

AdmHazbin:
<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>

AdmHazbin:
<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>


